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SEX FOR MONEY 
 

Would you pay someone to have sex with you? Would you pay for a 

pleasure that could hurt someone else? Your way truly must see that sex is 

not an evil act, but there should be a boundary in the way that you lay with 

another. Should there be legal prostitution? How would our society function 

with a legal plan in giving permission to pay? Where would the tax laws be 

implemented in this very major arena called sex? You pay for dinner at the 

restaurant, and with that fee, it is assumed that dinner will include sexual 

contact. They may say they would never walk in this act, yet they pay for 

their evening date.  

 

What is wrong with paying for something so intimate? What about God’s 

plan of giving a connection with the others that you sleep with? Paying for 

sex will not make it taxable, nor will it make the act free from joining with 

others in soulish ways, with soul ties. Sex should be freely given and only 

with your partner in marriage details. When you pay for sex, others can 

become hurt through you and your habit of giving up a valued part that is 

safe with your lover in marriage.  

 

Giving up sex for money is to ignore what sex entails. To have sex is to 

join. To have payment to join others spiritually is to not look at your purpose 

in living. When sex is expected if the house payment is paid, you are giving 

up sex for a roof. Where you give sex for physical objects or security 

blankets within, you are getting paid as if they were engaging your way with 

money. 

 

Sex should be free in marriage. Should you pay your spouse for what is 

theirs to share with you? There should be a mutual sharing of each other. 

Nothing should be given to have that pleasure. Nothing should be taken 

away just based on how the bills are not being paid. There must be a deep 

seeing, how one spouse belongs to the other.  
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A woman usually is in another state of emotional health to have strangers 

touch them over and over. Where would the disconnect happen? At the 

sight of the stranger. Rape is not the same, yet trauma can occur during 

both forms of encounter. After a while of having strangers touch you, the 

way you are with those you care for has a detail centered in trauma, for 

your brain cannot give separate touches for one that you love while others 

torment you by violating your body. The money seems good and worth 

others using you. But you will lack full engagement in your other 

relationships, where you have torment in your memory; then, life doesn’t 

seem worth living, and the end never justified all of the abuse by being paid 

for sex. 

 

Now, with others who have many strangers touch them, in swinging and 

club scenes and stripper dealings: How much do you have to drink to take 

in what is going on around you? How can you feel pleasure with touching 

strangers? Power to lay hands and transfer a demon is real, and you 

should not give a stranger that plan to fill you with all that they have within.  

 

How can we break this vicious cycle? I can say I learned a lot through 

dealing with others, yet I can say that He, referring to God, had to bring 

freedom not given through earthly striving. You have to say that you will 

come and deal with the root detail of why you are willing to take on deep 

trauma to pay for a plan that is not eternal.  

 

I have seen a lot of pain in girls who always wanted to feel pretty and 

needed to feel love and acceptance from a male figure in their household. 

Breaking the cycle of paying for sex will require a real understanding of 

how God made the human—body, soul, and spirit—and when there is a 

joining with a person, there is a real connection that will stay unless there is 

a spiritual release. 
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There will be true freedom when a release is laid bare. Now is the time to 

educate others on how sex can take on other plans that surpass the one 

sex night. Come to King Jesus. Ask the Great Way to bring healing, 

forgiveness, and Kingdom purpose into your way. Don’t let others rule over 

your body. Yield to God’s plan, and give freely in marriage ways, with a 

mutual sharing based on love found in King Jesus. 

 


